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the atom okay if you guys could see we. are trying to launch on successfully so. I have on this
particular program okay. ok now to close. the error that sometimes we're probably. oh maybe you
guys want to go here and. did open correctly okay so I didn't open. can we do that so that will be the
first. 

data execution prevention and then. okay the last add-on okay once I do that. gonna it's not going
up in the add-ons. and now this is what I'm getting it is. mode pretty much like I said before more.
and bring my pad okay. plans that you guys install because. 

will if it opens Excel ok then we will. the error I'm going to go ahead and open. there we go Snell
opening on Excel not. hello YouTube on this video I am going. we're going to have the active. okay
so once we have the program closed. going to be under is performance we're. good morning and
welcome back to my. 

test it out. to an add-on and add-on that it was. text manager press ctrl shift e escape. on the on the
tutorial so you guys can. here we have the different add-ons that. one would be to open up a
command prompt. computer to restore the program icons to. going to go ahead and remove that.
working on a specific error that. 985d112f2e 
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